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Canadian Farm Writers’ Federation
Minutes of the 2019 Annual Meeting
Thursday, April 25, 2019, at 3:00pm EDT
By telemeeting
Present: Trevor Bacque, chairperson; Jillian Bender, Anne Cote, Cheryl Davie, Kelly Daynard,
Tracey Feist, Mary Feldskov, Allison Finnamore, Diane Goski, Kelly Green, John Greig, Sharon
Grose, Lisa Guenther, Alexandra Hayden, Crystal Jorgenson, Alexis Kienlen, Katelyn Laverdure,
Crystal Leader, Neil Macmillan, Hugh Maynard, Maegan McKimmie, John Morriss, Reg Norby, Bill
Owen, Annemarie Pedersen, Glenn Powell, Owen Roberts, Jane Robinson, David Schmidt, Myrna
Stark Leader, Rachel Telford, Norma Tolhurst, Elaine Vininsky.
1. Welcome
Trevor Bacque called the meeting to order at 3:04 pm and welcomed everyone.
2. Adoption of the agenda
Motion to adopt the agenda by Glenn Powell and seconded by Annemarie Pedersen. Carried.
3. Adoption of the minutes of the 2018 annual meeting
Corrections noted on the date of the minutes, those present and a duplication.
Moved by Lisa Guenther and seconded by Crystal Jorgenson to adopt the minutes of the
2018 annual meeting as amended. Carried.
4. Business Arising
None.
5. President’s Report
Trevor Bacque noted that he had been in the role of President since August, 2018 and had
been member of AFWA since 2012. He thanked Rachel Telford who had been working
alongside him as Vice-president. He also thanked MFWA for fantastic conference in
September 2018 and he had heard the rumour that it was the highest attended conference
ever. He thanked Crystal Jorgenson and Kelly Green for their hard work and noted that the
conference this year will be in British Columbia under the theme “Bridging rural urban
divide”.
He mentioned that Calgary had been chosen to host 2023 IFAJ congress and asked anyone
interested in helping out to contact himself of Hugh Maynard. He continued by noting that
CFWF continues to keep going strong with over 300 members along with a solid level of
interest and engagement. He thanked all those who had contributed in the last year to make
CFWF what it is.
Glenn Powell asked about the conference being a record attendance given that in annual
report it says, “almost record attendance”. Hugh replied that the record was set in Quebec
City in 2017 but this was combined congress with ACRA. As a standalone conference,
Manitoba was indeed a record.
Moved by Reg Norby and seconded by Allison Finnamore to accept the president’s report.
Carried.
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6. Secretary-Treasurer’s Report and Financial Statement
Hugh Maynard made special thanks to Johnnie Belinda Cluff who had worked for the
Secretariat for many years and moved to New Zealand earlier in the year. He also thank you
to Norma Tolhurst and Alexandra Hayden for all their work on running the Secretariat and
Awards program. He provided an overview summary of the financial situation, which he
noted was good due to the higher than anticipated surplus from the Manitoba conference
and will enable CFWF to continue to support programming in the coming year. On the other
hand, it had not been a good year financially for the professional development Fund with
poor returns on the investment fund. He noted that there had been an increase in
membership and the conference schedule had been revised through to 2039 as changes in
the rotation were necessary due to hosting the IFAJ Congress in 2023.
Hugh responded to a number of questions:
● What caused the equity loss in the PD Fund? A poor market.
● What was the reason for the 10% increase in membership numbers? More recruiting by
regional associations, also nearly half of membership attended the MB conference (so
had to be members).
● General financial questions: Not a full audit by an accountant (too expensive) but a
review is done by a bookkeeper to ensure figures match paperwork. Some specific notes
for 2018 were that the conference was not included in the statements like it was in 2017
(Quebec City with ACRA), so significant differences in those figures for 2018; there was a
Young Canada Works summer grant for 2018 (none in 2017); reduced liability insurance
costs; no contribution was made to the IFAJ Masterclass as had done in past years; most
of the accounts receivable are membership payments invoiced but not yet paid by year
end; 2018 was more of a typical year with revenues of $40-50,000 from programs,
sponsorships and memberships. Good year overall.
● PD fund- large surplus from conference in 2011, this was the first year we didn’t have
surplus to contribute to PD fund. So we took $5000 from investments. Not really
generating a lot of income, if we are to continue in the long term, we may need to
proceed with charitable status.
The question of charitable status was raised as a way of raising more PD funds. Hugh noted
that this will require a higher level of administration and an audited statement for CRA. Kelly
Daynard noted that Farm and Food Care is going through process currently and can provide
advice. Would we have to make the PD fund a separate entity? It could be managed “in trust”
by CFWF but would have to be accounted for separately. The board will discuss at the next
meeting.
Moved by Hugh Maynard and seconded by Anne Cote to approve the 2018 financial
statement. Carried.
Moved by Hugh Maynard and seconded by Glenn Powell to appoint Flo Johnston to review
the financial records for 2019. Carried.

7. Awards Program Report
Alexandra Hayden presented the report on the 2018 awards program. There were 14
categories with 199 entries, same as in 2017. The website and audio were the lowest
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categories. There were 28 judges with 2 per category. Entries submitted online and judged as
blind entries to ensure unbiased judging. There were 3 categories that did not have sponsors,
CFWF surplus helps to cover the difference, so there are opportunity to sponsor categories. A
question was asked about dropping low response categories? For the low number categories
it fluctuates from year to year so no action has been taken so far but it has been some time
since the program was reviewed so it will be on the board’s list for the coming year.
8. Professional Development Fund Report
John Greig, chairperson of the board of trustees, summarized the PD fund report and focused
on the long-term viability going forward. He noted that the fund has managed to help out a
number of members and supported a large diversity of people and projects. CFWF board has
stepped up several times to make sure the fund is not depleted as a result of the varying
returns. Currently the PD Fund is preparing for 2019 applications. It is a good opportunity and
encouraged many people to apply. He thanked Jane Robinson and Anne Cote for the board of
trustees, and Clare Wooding and Bill DeKay for judging.
9. IFAJ Report
Allison Finnamore reported on various IFAJ activities including setting up the IFAJ foundation
which she said was explained in the annual report and will be an opportunity for IFAJ to do
more to support agricultural journalists and communicators. He summarized the Vision 2025
committee which had prepared an 8-point plan for the next five years. IFAJ will be coming
back to Canada for the congress in 2023 and she encouraged people to attend. Allison noted
that she had participated as the CFWF representative to IFAJ for eight years and was looking
forward to handing it over to Trevor for the future.
Owen Roberts, IFAJ president, thanked Allison on behalf of CFWF for all her hard work at
IFAJ. Rachel Telford reported on the Bayer Bursary which had been won by Lilian Schaer to
attend the 2019 congress in Minneapolis, MN.
10. Conference Reports
Crystal Jorgenson gave a brief report on the 2018 conference in Winnipeg and the overall
success of the program and good financials in the end. She thanked all the volunteers and
especially Kelly Green as co-chairperson.
Myrna Stark-Leader gave a brief summary of the upcoming conference in BC for 2019. She
hoped to repeat the same success as in MB. Registration to be open soon and she is looking
forward to having everyone. There will be a pre-tour to Whistler and the opening dinner will
be on a boat in the Vancouver harbour so when registration goes up make sure you reserve
quickly as space is limited so first come, first serve.
11. Regional Reports
Trevor Bacque suggested that if there were specific questions about the regional reports to
contact the regional reps. All regional reports can be found in the AGM report.
12. Board Elections
Trevor Bacque asked Owen Roberts chaired the elections and Hugh Maynard provided an
explanation of the process according to the constitution: nominations from each region and 2
from Alberta and Eastern Canada because they have more than 80 members. 2 members at
large, 1 east and 1 west. Next board meeting the officers will be elected by the board.
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Position
BCFWA rep
AFWA reps
SFWA rep
MFWBA rep
ECFWA rep
ECFWA rep
ACFWA rep
Western
member-at-large
Eastern
member-at-large

Name
Myrna Stark-Leader
Trevor Bacque & Tracey Feist
Crystal Leader
Crystal Jorgenson
Vacant until ECFWA AGM
Vacant until ECFWA AGM
Allison Finnamore
Anne Cote

Nominated by
David Schmidt
Reg Norby
Diane Goski
Kelly Green

Hugh Maynard

Kelly Daynard

Crystal Jorgenson
Annemarie Pedersen

Owen Roberts closed nominations and asked for a motion to approve the slate of
nominations presented.
Moved by Reg Norby and seconded by Alexis Kienlen to accept all nominations as presented.
Carried.
13. New Business
Reg Norby noted that for the regional associations across country, at the university and
college levels, there are scholarships available for ag communications, so asked them to
identify students and invite them to be a member while in their studies.
Neil Macmillan noted that there is a book covering the communication scarcity in agriculture
and talked of the shift in society related to this topic.
Elaine Vininsky asked whether the annual meeting was held during the annual conference?
Hugh noted that the AGM has been held online since 2011 when it wasn’t possible to hold it
at the same time of the IFAJ congress in Ontario. It also gives the chance for those not
attending the conference to participate.
Myrna Start-Leader made reference to new research being done in BC with a student at
Okanagan College doing research on open farm days. The research is available on
investkelowna.com.
14. Adjournment
Trevor Bacque declared the meeting adjourned at 4:21 pm EDT.
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Annual Reports
President’s Report
Prepared by Trevor Bacque
A belated welcome to 2020 farm writers of Canada! Well, the idiom never a dull moment has
proven itself to be true across the country and around the globe. Still, the Canadian Farm
Writers’ Federation continues to journey onwards, now into its 65th year. Although I have been a
farm writer for only 14 per cent of that total time, I have seen this tremendous organization
continue to grow through strong board leadership. With vice-president Rachel Telford and I, we
are proud to continue to represent the CFWF membership alongside our other eight board
members.
We are all grappling with COVID-19 in a different way these days. For many of us as freelancers,
life has changed in a minimal way while others the pandemic has proven to be a seismic shift in
how, when and where business is conducted. However, after a recent virtual meeting with more
than 70 CFWF members, it was plain to see that everyone was putting the best possible spin on
the situation as possible. As I moderated the panel and heard different perspectives, it made me
proud to be part of such an optimistic group of people.
A big loss this year was the all-but-inevitable news the 2020 conference, originally slated to take
place in Windsor, Ont., this September, has been postponed until 2021. Let’s be confident that
distance will make the heart grow fonder and we will experience perhaps the greatest turnout
we’ve ever seen. We are a resilient bunch and I expect 2021 will be as much a celebration of
agriculture as it is the social bond we all share.
I would be remiss if I did not mention the spectacular the 2019 annual conference in New
Westminster, B.C., this past September. The organizing committee and the entire B.C. Farm
Writers’ Association put on a tremendous program. As I took a quick break in-between P.D.
sessions, I walked up and down the boardwalk attached to the hotel, and I noticed real palm
trees. It made me yet again ask myself: Why don’t I live in B.C. year-round? I asked myself the
question again the next day as I was greeted by an early season snowstorm at the Calgary
airport.
With it being June, you will have noticed that the CFWF awards season is upon us. An ad hoc
committee was formed to revamp the awards and slowly but surely changes are coming to
reflect farm writing in 2020 and beyond. In addition, the CFWF has played host to multiple
webinars over the last year, many of which have been well-attended by members. If you have
ideas for new webinar topics, please reach out and we will do our best to facilitate a session.
I want to offer a big thanks to Hugh Maynard, Alexandra Hayden and Norma Tolhurst who work
on our behalf throughout the year. They are the CFWF’s go-to resource for everything under the
sun. They work tirelessly behind the scenes to make sure everything functions as best it can. So,
thank you all.
Lastly, thank you to each and every single farm writer out there. I have heard from many of you
lately and it really is wonderful to connect with like-minded people from coast to coast.
I look forward to seeing a great number of you in Ontario next year. Until then, take care.
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Secretariat Report
Prepared by Hugh Maynard, Secretary-Treasurer
Administration
The Secretariat enjoyed a normal 2019 with the main activities at the Secretariat being the
provision of support to the board of directors, managing the finances and office functions such
as membership, communications and administering the various awards programs (general
awards, lifetime award, Bayer bursary and professional development fund). Many thanks to the
volunteers on the board and the Qu’anglo staff who help to make things go smoothly, Norma
Tolhurst and Alexandra Hayden.
Finances
The bank balance remains healthy due to the generous contribution of sponsors and fiscal
management of the annual conferences. The BC crew did better than they expected on the
financial front, so they managed to contribute $12,000 to CFWF from the conference surplus.
This brought the CFWF surplus back up to $33,391 which will enable the organization to
contribute to professional development activities in 2020. CFWF requires a surplus of ~$20,000
in the bank for cash flow and operations, and the board is committed to investing amounts
higher than this in programming when the additional surplus is available..
The Professional Development Fund (PD Fund) was initially lucky with an outstanding ROI of
20.9% for 2019, only to see a lot of that equity evaporate in the early 2020 COVID19 stock
market meltdown. The PD Fund’s year-end capital was $39,173, up from $48,968 in 2018. The
CFWF board covered the PD disbursements in order to preserve the fund’s capital base.
Awards
In late 2019, the CFWF board struck an ad hoc committee to review the awards program which,
aside from the addition of three categories (photography and website) and minor revisions to
criteria, was largely unchanged for the last 30 years. While the committee managed a
comprehensive review of the entire program, the arrival of COVID19 derailed the last step of
completing the detailed recommendations for change to the board of directors. As a
consequence, some small changes have been implemented for 2020 (see awards report) but
further modifications will have to wait for 2021.
Board of Directors
The CFWF Board met three times during the year via telemeeting, and in person at the BC
conference. Membership numbers stayed stable for 2019 at 335 thanks to concerted effort by
regional association secretaries to collect dues and a revised membership database to facilitate
registration.
The 2019 board of directors were:
Trevor Bacque
President & IFAJ rep. (Alberta)
Rachel Telford
Vice-president (Eastern Canada)
Hugh Maynard
Secretary-Treasurer (Eastern Member-at-Large)
Anne Cote
Director (Western Member-at-Large)
Myrna Stark-Leader
Director (British Columbia)
Tracey Feist
Director (Alberta)
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Crystal Jorgenson
Crystal Leader
Sharon Grose
Allison Finnamore

Director (Manitoba)
Director (Saskatchewan)
Director (Eastern Canada)
Director (Atlantic Canada)

With the postponement of the 2020 CFWF conference due to the COVID19 situation, the CFWF
conference schedule has been revised. The EC 2020 conference has been postponed to 2021,
with SK 2021 now in 2022, and AC 2022 moved to 2024 so the IFAJ Congress can still be held in
AB 2023. The remainder of the rotation follows as planned.
The Annual CFWF Conference Schedule
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026

EC
SK
AB (IFAJ)
AC
MB
EC

2027
2028
2029
2030
2031
2032
2033

BC
SK
AC
AB
MB
EC
BC

2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040

SK
AC
AB
MB
EC
BC
SK
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“Thank you!” to the 2019 conference sponsors, always appreciated.

CFWF Financial Review 2019
Comptabilité Florence Johnson Book-keeping
99 Françoise Cuillerier
Notre Dame de L’Ile Perrot, QC J7V 9E3
April 1, 2019
To: CFWF Board of Directors
I have been requested by Hugh Maynard, CFWF Secretary-Treasurer, to review the financial
records of the Federation for the 2019 financial year.
I have verified the figures listed on the CFWF Financial Statement by comparing:
!.
2.
3.
4.

Accounts Receivable and Payable against figures listed.
Proved the Bank Reconciliation.
Made a spot check of several of the larger invoices as verification of the amounts
paid.
Verified bank statement debit and credit entries against the invoices and deposits and
also to the general ledger.

Generally, the financial records were in good order and sufficient to complete the review. When
comparing the bank statements to the Financial Statement, I found both the income and
expenses on the Financial Statement matched the figures listed. When comparing the overall
amounts listed with previous years, most items were in line with the normal level of variance
with the following items of note:
Income
Expenses

In 2018, an amount of $5,000 was transferred from the PD Fund into the CFWF
Operating Account to pay for PD bursaries; this was not repeated in 2019.
In 2019, $2,500 was paid to IFAJ as a bursary for the Young Leaders program ($0
in 2018).

Sincerely,

Florence Timms-Johnson
Bookkeeper
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CFWF Financial Statement 2019 - OPERATIONS
2018

2019

Memberships
Interest
Other

$ 3,328
$ 9,200
$ 2,500
$
0
$
0
$ 13,976
$ 9,707
$
0
$ 9,554

$ 3,410
$ 7,600
$ 2,500
$
0
$
0
$ 12,237
$ 9,472
$
0
$ 3,984

TOTAL INCOME

$ 48,265

$ 39,203

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

INCOME
Awards

Conference

Fees
Sponsors
IFAJ Bursary
Registrations
Sponsors
Other

EXPENSES
Administration

Prof. Development
Awards

Conference
Farm Journalist
IFAJ

Admin-Coordinate
Secretariat
Insurance
Other
PD Fund
Administration
Certificates
Judging
Prizes
IFAJ Bursary
Expenses
Honorarium
Travel
Fees
Congress rep.
Other

6,800
428
792
693
5,000
146
354
2,200
8,450
2,500
277
1,000
1,000
3,754
2,961
0

6,800
1,171
515
0
3,000
650
0
1,700
8,400
2,500
0
1,000
1,000
3,634
2,642
2,500

TOTAL EXPENSES

$ 36,355

$ 35,512

TOTAL INCOME/EXPENSE

$ 11,910

$

3,691
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CFWF Financial Statement 2019– PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
2018

2019

$ 48,968

$ 39,172

Interest
Dividends

$
$

0
6,615

$
$

0
1,731

TOTAL INCOME

$

6,615

$

1,731

$

5,000

$

0

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

5,000

$

0

Sub-total

$ 50,583

Opening balance
INCOME

EXPENSES
Disbursements

PD projects

$ 40,903

ADJUSTMENTS
Investments

BALANCE

Gains (Losses)

$ (10,411)

$

$

$ 47,357

39,173

6,454
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CFWF Balance Sheet - 2019
2018

2019

$ 13,150
$ 14,758
$ 1,940
________
$ 29,848

$ 15,004
$ 19,603
$
20
________
$ 34,627

$ 39,172
________
$ 39,172

$ 47,357
________
$ 47,357

$ 69,020

$ 81,984

$ 1,348
$ (3,494)
________
$ (2,146)

$
0
$ (2,057)
________
$ (2,057)

$ (10,411)
________
$ (10,411)
________
$ 12,557)

$
(437)
________
$
(437)
________
$ (2,494)

Total Equity

$ 16,296
$ 53,371
$ 11,910
________
$ 81,577

$ 16,296
$ 64,491
$ 3,691
_______
$ 84,478

Total Liabilities & Equity

$ 69,020

$ 81,984

ASSETS
Current assets
Chequing
Accounts receivable
Undeposited funds
Total current assets
Investment assets
PD Fund
Total investment assets
Total Assets

LIABILITIES & EQUITY
Current liabilities
Accounts payable
Other Liabilities
Total current liabilities
Investment liabilities
PD Fund
Total Investment Liabilities
Total Liabilities
Equity
Opening balance
Retained earnings
Net income
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Awards Program Report
prepared by Alexandra Hayden, Awards Program Coordinator
The 2019 CFWF awards were presented at the annual conference in New Westminster, BC. Gold,
silver, and bronze awards were presented for each of the 14 categories with a total of 42 awards
being presented. There were 189 entries in total this year, down 10 from 2018. The highest
number of entries was in the Press Feature category with 46 entries and the lowest was the
Daily Press Reporting and the World Wide Web with only 4 and 3 entries each. 28 judges were
recruited from across Canada, the United States, the U.K., and Australia. These judges included
journalists, photographers, professors, farmers and communicators from different media and
publications, and a mix of agricultural and non-agricultural backgrounds.
2019 Awards Entries
● Electronic Media - Video: 4
● Electronic Media – Audio: 6
● News Release: 3
● General Periodical: 6
● Technical Feature: 31
● Press Column: 25
● Press Feature: 46
● Press Editorial: 10
● Monthly Press Reporting: 16
● Weekly Press Reporting: 17
● Daily Press Reporting: 4
● News Photography: 9
● Feature Photography: 9
● World Wide Web: 3
All entries for the contest are now submitted online by individuals or as group submissions
(frequently editors or managers submitting larger groups of entries). The entries are then
reviewed for criteria (eligible dates, proof of publication, relevancy to the category) and then
coded so the judges receive blind entries for evaluation. Using a blind judging system allows for
a fair and unbiased evaluation as well as for the possibility of entries from companies who are
also sponsors. Another perk of CFWF membership and entering the CFWF contests is that the
winners of the CFWF contests are reviewed for eligibility to the IFAJ contests and are
automatically entered if they meet all the criteria (dates, content).
As always, we are extremely grateful to all our sponsors and judges for the support and time
they contribute to the program. Special thanks to Alexandra Hayden, the CFWF summer
student, who did all of the hard work coordinating the awards program.
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Professional Development Fund Report
prepared by John Greig, Chairperson, Board of Trustees
The CFWF Professional Development Fund was launched in 2015 with a mission to support
professional development for agricultural journalists and communicators for CFWF members.
The PD Fund is the legacy of a lot of hard work by volunteers and generous contributions by
sponsors who, over the years enabled CFWF to generate a surplus from fund-raising activities
that can now be used to support professional development activities.
The fund defines professional development as an activity that enhances the knowledge of the
profession and/or contributes to the development of a person’s professional attributes, abilities,
and skills. This can be accomplished through participation in activities that relate to agricultural
journalism or communications including areas such as research, educational programs,
conferences, workshops, and exchanges.
One project was approved in 2019 (see below). To date, a total of $22,510 has been disbursed to
a total of thirteen, with $14,362 being paid from the fund and $8,148 contributed from the
general CFWF surplus. Applications for 2020 will open in July.
The fund has struggled with inconsistent returns since its inception: a mediocre 2018 was
followed by an excellent 2019 only to lose all the gains in the COVID19 induced stock market
collapse in early 2020. The disappointing returns from the fund’s investments have been offset
by the capacity of the CFWF board to make a contribution towards the bursaries in order to
maintain the capital base as much as possible. Given that the initial investment was modest for
the goals of the PD Fund that were established at the outset, it is important that we continue to
build the capital base for future years.
Thank you to my fellow trustees on the board for their efforts in helping to start up the fund and
contribute toward professional development for agricultural journalists and communicators –
Jane Robinson and Anne Cote – as well as the three judges who contributed their time and
expertise in evaluating the applications – Jane Robinson, Clare Wooding, and William DeKay.
Thanks to Hugh Maynard at the CFWF office for helping the board and administering the fund.
While we have established a PD Fund and have helped out several members with their
professional development, we still need to work on solidifying the foundation for investing in
the development of our profession in the years to come.
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2019 Recipient
"Social Media Marketing for Agriculture”
Mary MacArthur
$2,000
Mary has been a full-time agriculture reporter for almost 30 years and has been a member of
the Manitoba Farm Writers & Broadcasters Association, Saskatchewan Farm Writers Association
and the Alberta Farm Writers Association depending on where she has been located over the
course of career, mainly as a reporter for The Western Producer. She has a diploma in
agriculture from Fairview College and a degree in journalism from Ryerson University, and this
combination practical and professional skills lead her to being engaged as Stakeholder relations
Manager by former Alberta premier Rachel Notley as a as a liaison between industry, farmers
and the premier's office. Her engagement came to and end with the change of government at
the last election and has set forth on her next chapter in life to acquire a master’s degree in
communications.
The Alberta Farm Writers’ Association is made up of individual and professional members of the
agriculture and communication community. In taking the University of Alberta’s Social Media
Marketing and Communications Citation, she is planning to use her new knowledge gained
through the course to promote agriculture through social media. The combination of her
traditional agricultural communication skills and in-depth social media studies will allow her to
promote agriculture and support members of the AFWA community. She intends to use this
knowledge to help agriculture and rural organizations communicate their message to urban
consumers.

AFWA group at the famous Vegreville “Easter Egg” Pysanka in June 2019.
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International Federation of Agricultural Journalists (IFAJ)
By Trevor Bacque, CFWF representative to IFAJ
The International Federation of Agricultural Journalists held its semi-annual meeting in Basel,
Switzerland, Feb. 23-27, 2020. Trevor Bacque has replaced Allison Finnamore, the outgoing
representative for Canada at the IFAJ executive committee.
Canada will play host to the 2023 IFAJ Congress. As such, Canada has been placed in the Host
Liaison Committee, with additional members from Australia, Croatia, Denmark, Israel and the
Netherlands and Switzerland. All committee member countries are either recent hosts or
upcoming hosts of an IFAJ Congress.
As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 Congress, located in Denmark, was cancelled.
Subsequently, the Australia guild, the 2021 hosts, made an equally difficult decision to cancel its
Congress due to the devastating effects of its deadly wildfires as well as the coronavirus. This
opened the door for Denmark to salvage its programming and simply host the IFAJ Congress in
2020. The decision, approved by the IFAJ executive committee, is expected to be ratified by the
Danish guild later this month during its annual meeting.
The 2022 Congress is still slated for Switzerland, followed by Alberta (2023), Israel (2024), Kenya
(2025) and Croatia (2026). The IFAJ has truly become a global organization and the decision to
have a four-year break outside a European region was a conscious choice designed to elevate
other countries which have keen guilds looking to become more involved within IFAJ.
The IFAJ presidium (president, vice-president, secretary-general, treasurer) will have its
bi-annual elections on June 25, with the results being announced July 3. Three of the four
positions will be acclamation. However, one position, secretary-general, has two individuals
running for the role.
Owen Roberts from the Eastern Canadian Farm Writers Association is the outgoing IFAJ
president after dutifully serving consecutive two-year terms in the role. Canada and the IFAJ
thank Roberts for his tremendous service not only to the CFWF but also the IFAJ through as
president. He logged many frequent flyer miles representing the organization and attracting
new countries to the organization, which currently sits at 53 with two additional affiliate
members, totaling more than 5,000 members.
The IFAJ recently unveiled a member’s portal this year on its website. The portal, current in the
beta stage, will soon be open to all members. Watch for an email notifying you when to join and
create a profile. A person may select their area of specialties and connect with a broader
network of journalists, editors and communicators. Borders continue to be a thing of the past
and the IFAJ portal strives to connect farm writers like never before.
The IFAJ continues to be the best way for an agricultural journalist to connect with peers from
around the world. For more information on the global organization, please visit www.ifaj.org.
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Regional Reports
British Columbia Farm Writers’ Association
Prepared by Myrna Stark-Leader, BCFWA Representative

Here in BC, the highlight of 2019 was being able to welcome CFWF delegates from across
Canada to New Westminster for the annual conference. We were very happy so many people
made the trip to learn more about bridging the urban/rural divide.

With a relatively small active group of members who are spread out geographically, we were
pleased with how everything turned out. Although not being able to provide a behind the scenes
look at a cannabis grow op made us sad. However, we really appreciated the flexibility of
attendees in accepting changes.
While mental wellness might not have been a typical focus of past CFWF conferences, given the
world pandemic of 2020, it kind of feels like we knew what we were doing. 80% of
post-conference attendee survey respondents said they would for sure recommend a CFWF
conference, with 20% saying maybe. We also got welcome feedback that future conferences
need to do more to make the conference more welcoming for newcomers, that swag bags
should contain less paper and that we should try to ensure that we don’t use a tour bus that
breaks down.
The conference planning and execution was pretty much the focus of 2019. Thanks to our
wonderful sponsors, the conference ended up with a healthy surplus with monies shared
equally between BCFWA and CFWF.
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BCFWA membership in 2019 was about 29 including 1 honorary, 1 life, and 6 new members.
Membership for 2020 sits at 23.
As has become tradition, BCFWA members congregated for the Pacific Agriculture Show
at the end of January 2020, enjoyed a complimentary BCWFA dinner and AGM. Three guest
speakers provided a thorough and colorful historical perspective of the agriculture industry in BC
including the collapse of the BC Federation of Agriculture, the birth of BCAC and the evolution of
the BC organic sector.
Every year, BCFWA awards the Tim Armstrong Bursary ($1,000) to a deserving student in
agriculture or journalism studies. At the end of 2019, BCFWA moved the process of seeking
applicants into Spring 2020 due to conference work. The recipient, Rosina Rodighiero, is
studying Sustainable Agriculture. As a result of healthy fiscal books, BCWFA also offered three
travel bursary opportunities to attend CFWF 2020 in Windsor, two sponsored by BCWFA and
one by BC Dairy. These were put on hold, as were spring 2020 BCFWA in-person tour plans or
gatherings. The bursaries will be offered again in 2021.
Our national director is sitting on the committee struck to review/revise the national CFWF
award program. And after many years of dedicated ag writing, long-time member David Schmidt
announced his retirement. He’s been part of the glue of BCFWA for many years so we are glad
he’s decided to remain as a member of our executive. David, this isn’t enough, but a very sincere
thank you for all that you’ve contributed helping to share agriculture news.
The BCFWA executive for 2019:
President – Cheryl Davie, BC Chicken Marketing Board
Vice-president – Barbara Johnstone-Grimmer, Fir Hill Farm
Treasurer – David Schmidt, (Retired as of 2020)
Secretary – Ronda Payne, Girl with a Pen
Membership Coordinator – Cathy Glover, Country Life in BC
CFWF Director – Myrna Stark Leader, Writing and Communications
Farm writers prove you can
network anywhere at a CFWF
conference including in the
doorway for the kitchen staff;
Sharon Grose and Madeleine
Baerg talk with mental health
speaker Geoff Moffett.
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Alberta Farm Writers’ Association
Prepared by Tracey Feist, President
The AFWA annual tour in June is always a highly anticipated event, and the 2019 tour in the
Vermilion area was well-attended by our membership. The group gathered on June 6 in
Vegreville and headed east early the next morning to visit Ault Alpacas at Ranfurly, Lakeland
College, Old School Cheesery, Ruud Ranch and Nature’s Green Acres. The tour was capped off
with visits to Innotech Vegreville and the Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Village. We thank those
Alberta companies who continue to sponsor our events: AFSC, Alberta Beef Producers, Alberta
Milk, Glacier FarmMedia, Lakeland College and RealAgriculture.
At the event, our group honoured two long-standing members with Honorary Life Memberships:
Dianne Finstad and Terry Hockaday.
Dianne Finstad began her career in 1981
at
CKRD-TV and Radio in Red Deer, where
she worked for 25 years as news anchor
and reporter, and as ag director her
coverage was second to none. Her
award-winning TV programs: “This
Business of Farming” and “Makin’ 8,”
were enjoyed by many western
Canadians. Dianne regularly covers the
Canadian Farms Rodeo for TV, radio and
print as well as the Calgary Stampede
for CBC TV. Dianne joined Newcap Radio
from 2007 to 2012 as the agriculture
and rodeo director where she provided
Life Member Dianne Finstad with Reg Norby
daily farm reports and regular rodeo
coverage. Dianne has been a long-standing
AFWA supporter and member for 32 years and has played a more active role in recent years,
including serving as AFWA president in 2017-18. She has taken an active role in AFWA’s
development, initiatives, activities and ag sector tours with the AFWA and CFWF. Dianne
received the Lethbridge Distinguished Alumni Award in 1995; was made an honorary member of
the Alberta Institute of Agrologists in 1997 and the Alberta Human Ecology and Home
Economics Association in 2010; and, was the Alberta Sports Hall of Fame Bell Memorial Award
recipient in 2018.

Terry Hockaday grew up on a mixed farm in Minitonas, Manitoba, an operation he still runs
today in partnership with family. With a B.Sc. in Agriculture, and editorial positions at some of
Canada’s leading agriculture publications such as Country Guide and Canadian Cattlemen, Terry
became a partner in Fieldstone Marketing and Public Relations, one of the heritage companies
of AdFarm. During his extensive career in agriculture communications and running Meristem, he
has worked with many of Western Canada’s farm organizations, companies and government
departments. Terry has been a long-standing AFWA supporter and member for 40-plus years
and has taken an active role in AFWA’s development and provided good counsel and guidance
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to the AFWA and the CFWF and their governess facilitation, activities and initiatives over four
decades.
Lee Hart presents Terry Hockaday with his
AFWA Life Membership

AFWA 2020 Executive:
Craig Lester, president
Tracey Feist, past president
Janet Kanters, secretary/treasurer
Kristen Lepp, director
Jessica Giles, director
Trevor Bacque, director
Cole Christensen, director

AFWA members at the CFWF annual tour
and conference in New Westminster,
B.C., Sept. 28, 2019.

Membership in Alberta continues to be strong with 93 members as of Dec. 31, 2019. On March
5, 2020, Craig Lester was presented the ‘AFWA spike’ as the incoming 2020 AFWA president by
outgoing president Tracey Feist. Janet Kanters continues as the secretary-treasurer as we have
been unable to find a volunteer to fulfil this role. While we recognize these are big shoes to fill,
we are confident we will find an individual to replace Janet within our membership. The group
continues with its planning to host IFAJ in 2023, and is being led by Trevor Bacque, Cole
Christensen and Annemarie Pedersen. A sub-committee has also been struck to create an AFWA
legacy project. The goal is to increase awareness of careers in agriculture and agri-food
journalism among youth and post-secondary students. This group includes Ian Doig, Tracey
Feist, Janet Kanters and Craig Lester.
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Saskatchewan Farm Writers’ Association
Prepared by Diane Goski, SFWA President
Highlights
● Two SFWA bursaries were awarded to attend IFAJ
● Supper gatherings accompanied Farm Progress in June and Agribition in November
● Membership grew slightly to 51
Planning for CFWF 2021
The provincial tour this year was in Humboldt on June 7 & 8, with a view to potentially holding
CFWF 2021 there as well. Unfortunately, the infrastructure we need for hosting our national
conference isn’t available there, and we chose southern Saskatchewan (Regina area) instead.
We’ve since agreed to push our hosting year to 2022, accommodating the postponement of
Ontario’s 2020 CFWF conference due to COVID-19. Our conference chair, Karen Briere, has a
head start on assembling a crack team of volunteers – we thank you all.
Fun and educational provincial tour
We learned a lot and laughed a lot in Humboldt. We met up Friday afternoon at PAMI, Prairie
Agriculture Machinery Institute. Vice-President David Yee provided a guided tour of the facility
and detailed presentation complete with coffee, donuts and parting gifts for all attendees. He
also displayed endless patience for questions from reporters. Friday dinner was at a
family-owned restaurant in town, followed by an evening social at the Hinz farm. George Hinz
(Ellen Grueter’s dad) spontaneously invited us to visit, and we thank the Hinz and Grueter
families for their warm Saskatchewan hospitality.
George Hinz pictured
with his ag media idols
– Kevin Hursh, Jack
Dawes and Neil
Billinger.

Saturday started at Humboldt’s exclusive breakfast bakery, Danish Oven, followed by a tour of
St. Peter’s Abbey in nearby Muenster. Brother Basil showed us around the buildings and
grounds, and provided extensive historical detail about St. Peter’s, the oldest Benedictine
monastery in Canada. In the afternoon we stopped at Monchuk chicken farm where we met
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Andrew Monchuk and his 8,500 tenants. Thanks to Ellen G. and SaskCanola, we all had very
fashionable booties to wear to keep the chickens safe.
While in town, many of us detoured to the arena to pay tribute to the Humboldt Broncos hockey
club, devastated when the team bus struck a semi-trailer truck in 2018.
The day ended with a tour of Pound-Maker Agventures at Lanigan, Sask., where we had guided
tours of both the feedlot and the ethanol facility there. Many thanks to Ellen, Neil and Lisa for
their diligence in organizing the tour.

Dining around
Members had an informal supper gathering during Farm Progress Show in Regina in June. Our
guest speaker was Hon. David Marit, Minister of Agriculture and Minister of Saskatchewan Crop
Insurance. During Agribition week members met again and enjoyed hearing Lorne McClinton
talk about his experiences at IFAJ in Minneapolis. Lorne and Jack Dawes were both recipients of
the SFWA bursary to attend the Congress in 2019.
Encouraging new executives
During 2019, executive voted to welcome general members of SFWA who are interested in
attending executive meetings, as part of our move to encourage newer members to stand for
election to the board. Until duly elected, members may participate but do not have voting
rights. Several members have attended meetings as a result, and some have subsequently
joined the Board.
AGM 2020
The SFWA annual general meeting was held January 15, 2020, at the Hursh residence in
Saskatoon with several members joining by telephone. Quorum having been achieved, the
following slate of directors was elected:
● President – Diane Goski
● Vice-President – Brian MacLeod
● Past President – Lisa Guenther
● Secretary/CFWF Rep – Crystal Leader
● Treasurer – Marlene Hursh
● Director – Neil Billinger
● Director – William DeKay
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Manitoba Farm Writers and Broadcasters Association
Prepared by Ashley Robinson
2019 was a quieter year for MFWBA and its members. Here’s a quick snapshot of our year:
Year of Change
I took over as president of our group in May during an executive board meeting. Kelly Green, our
past president, decided to step down at last year’s AGM after having been president for the past
two years and having led us through planning for the 2018 CFWF conference.
MFWBA 2019 AGM
The MFWBA annual general meeting was held in April. Gail Granger was welcomed to the
MFWBA Board as new director, while words of thanks were extended to retiring director and
President Kelly Green. Members of the board for 2019 included: Ashley Robinson (President),
Gord Gilmour (Treasurer), Toban Dyck (Membership), Karli Reimer (Communications), Gail
Grainger (Director), Anne Cote (Director) and Crystal Jorgenson (Advisor).
Events survey
In June we sent out a survey to our membership asking what they would like to see for future
events. We received 20 responses and for completing the survey members were entered in a
draw to win a Tim Hortons gift card, Leanne Campbell with the Manitoba Canola Growers was
our lucky winner. The survey was great and gave us good insight into things like what days are
best to host events, what time of day, what events people were wanting to see and even event
ideas. We actually got the idea to host the provincial election panel from the survey.
Manitoba election panel
In August we hosted what we’re pretty sure was our first ever agricultural issues provincial
election panel. This was a luncheon hosted at the Canad Inns and was extremely well attended,
we had approximately 42 people in attendance including representatives from each of the four
major political parties (the PCs, NDP, Liberals and Greens). This was an event that we opened up
attendance to those outside of our membership meaning we had industry groups in attendance
and even farmers who drove in for it. We had industry groups submit questions that we asked
politicians. There was great participation and we should consider doing another one in the
future.
Webinar
In September we jointly hosted a webinar with CFWF on social media storytelling. Tamara Baluja
from CBC Vancouver was our presenter. There was approximately 130 signed up, with around
20 people tuning in on night of. A link was later sent for those to watch a recording of it after, if
anyone is still interested in seeing it, please let me know.
Annual Christmas Party
In December, MFWBA members joined together to celebrate our annual Holiday Party at Trans
Canada Brewing Co. We had 16 members attend who enjoyed delicious pizza and some drinks.
Cannabis Tour
In February, 10 members and one special guest (Karli Riemer’s student mentee) took part in a
tour of Delta9’s cannabis production facility in Transcona. We were treated to a tour of their
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production facility by CEO John Arbuthnot and then a question and answer session along with
some hemp infused beers afterwards. It was an interesting tour with lots of great questions.
All smiles: The hemp-infused beers at the end of the MFWBA tour of the Delta9 cannabis production
facility made for some great questions - apparently. Are they sure that nothing else was infused?

Saying goodbye
In March sadly one of our lifetime members, Vern McNair, passed away. Vern worked at CBC in
Winnipeg as a farm broadcaster in both radio and television. Vern then joined the Manitoba
Department of Agriculture and later took education leave to attend Indiana University earning a
master’s degree in education (Communications). He returned to his role at the Department as
Director of Agricultural Communications, which he held for the next 30 years. Vern retired in
1989. Vern received many awards for his work in communications. This was highlighted in 2013
when he was honoured with membership in the Manitoba Agricultural Hall of Fame.
Thank you!
I hope you all enjoyed this year and hopefully we can have some more fun in-person events
once the social distancing rules aren’t as strict. Thanks to everyone for letting me serve as your
president this year.
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Eastern Canada Farm Writers’ Association
Prepared by Rachel Telford, ECFWA President
The Eastern Canada Farm Writers’ Association (ECFWA) Executive Council is committed to
fostering a strong peer network and providing professional development opportunities for our
diverse group of members. We saw a slight decline in members over the past year, and a goal
for our newly elected 2020 Executive Council is to reach out to past members and encourage
them to join the association again.
The 2019 ECFWA AGM, A Social Event, was held in Stratford in May 2019. About 30 people
attended the event. The business portion of the AGM included a discussion on an amendment
to the ECFWA constitution which removed the requirement for a communications coordinator
as an officer of the association. The duties of the communications coordinator will now be
undertaken by the secretary-treasurer. The professional development portion of the AGM
focused on the successful utilization of social media. OPP Sergeant Laura Lee Brown presented
on how Twitter and Facebook have changed the way the police communicate with the public.
The afternoon bus tour took us to Shepherd Creek Farm where we learned about raising lambs
and developing a successful social media presence from Sandi Brock. Our tour of Stonetown
Cheese showcased how and where their cheese is made and stored on-site. We were able to
sample the various cheeses made there, and several of us made purchases to bring home with
us. We were also able to visit the dairy barns.
At the end of July, several ECFWA members headed to Minneapolis for the 2019 International
Federation of Agricultural Journalists (IFAJ) Congress, held in conjunction with the U.S. Ag Media
Summit. It was a great opportunity to connect with our international colleagues and attend
professional development sessions to help improve our writing and communication skills.
There was also a strong presence of ECFWA members at the 2019 CFWF conference in New
Westminster, British Columbia in September. The bus tours and professional development
provided an interesting glimpse of the challenges and opportunities for agriculture in the lower
mainland where there is a delicate balance between urban development and preserving
farmland. Our regional association offers a bursary for one member to attend this conference
and the 2019 recipient was Mary Feldskov.
In February 2019, ECFWA hosted a webinar on ‘The Right Rate’ hosted by ECFWA director and
freelance writer Matt McIntosh and featuring Bernard Tobin and Allison Finnamore. The
speakers reminded everyone that your knowledge as a writer and specialist within the
agricultural sector has a value and you need to be confident in your knowledge. The rates you
charge for your services should reflect this. A viewing party was held at Syngenta in Guelph for
those members who wanted to make the webinar a more social event. A recording of the
webinar is available through the members-only section of the ECFWA website.
In March, as COVID-19 spread into a pandemic, the social planned for the Ottawa Valley Farm
Show was cancelled. ECFWA continued to connect with members through our newsletter, The
Nib, on social media, and with a Zoom social at the end of April. Our 2020 AGM was held online
via ZOOM.
ECFWA was scheduled to host CFWF in Windsor in 2020; however, the conference has been
cancelled this year due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the assumption that restrictions on travel
and group gatherings will remain into the fall. Thanks to an agreement with the Saskatchewan
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and Atlantic Canada associations, who agreed to a change in the conference schedule, ECFWA
will now host the CFWF Conference in 2021. We offer a sincere thank you to our regional
counterparts for their support. The conference planning committee, chaired by Rachel Telford
and Kelsey Johnson, is working to transfer tour and speaker plans already in place into next year.
The conference has been re-scheduled to take place Thursday, September 23 to Saturday,
September 25, 2021.
The 2019 ECFWA Executive Council: Rachel Telford, President and CFWF Representative; Kelsey
Johnson, 1st Vice-President; Suzanne Atkinson, 2nd Vice-President; Mary Feldskov,
Secretary-Treasurer; Marty Brett, Maegan MacKimmie, Jess Campbell, Matt McIntosh, Alice
Guthrie, and Ian Cummings, Directors; Sharon Grose, Past President and CFWF Representative.

East meets West: Eastern Canada farm writers show off their maple leafs (leaves?) at the 2019 annual
conference held in New Westminster, BC, last September.
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Atlantic Canada Farm Writers’ Association
Prepared by Trudy Kelly Forsythe, President
2019 was a quiet year for ACFWA. Members stayed in touch via email sharing professional
development and potential job opportunities. Weather and scheduling issues saw the
postponement of any in person events. The executive stayed in touch regularly to discuss ways
encourage more member participation and we are excited to plan for the CFWF conference to
take place on the East Coast in 2024.

No, not Atlantic Canadians, just a happy bunch of Eastern Canada farm writers taking in a spiffy sheep
barn during the 2019 ECFWA annual meeting tour to Shepherd Creek Farms in West Perth, ON.
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The Last Word

Participants at the 2019 CFWF conference in BC trying out the new provincial workplace safety dress code –
apparently farm writing can be a hazardous business.
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